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Tobi is an energetic, creative and inspiring executive coach, who delivers
strong transformational results within organisations by implementing
authentic focus on people, diversity and cultures and deriving change
through supporting personal development. Her belief is that when people
live their purpose every day, they bring wellbeing to themselves and
wealth to the organisation. Individuality is a strength which should be
embraced to bring the best out in people and in teams and it is
understanding each individual that matters the most.
Tobi’s purpose and passion is that through her inspirational leadership,
facilitation, integrity, technical skill and vibrant personality, encapsulated
with her kind nature and care, she helps develop teams and individuals to
unlock their full potential; by heightening awareness of the positive and
understanding of combined strengths, she leads clients to reach optimal
levels of performance.
In working across multiple industries over the past 20 years including the
fast moving consumer goods, theatre and fitness, Tobi has an unusual
consolidation of senior management experience in leading teams and
cultural change, and an ultimate understanding of what it takes to reach
the highest levels as a professional athlete and actor. This diversity
provides her with a broad width of ideas and experiences that when
tapped into, support and allow people to go beyond their boundaries.
Tobi’s favourite moments are when people awaken to realise that they
have far more personal resources and greater capability to achieve goals,
far beyond their previously thought limitations.
Tobi has a strong devotion to positivity, achieving results through
alignment of goals, and an innate love for learning which has driven her to
continue her studies at the Australian College of Applied Psychology
beyond her previous studies in marketing. Her curiosity and love of life
drives her desire for knowledge and understanding.
Tobi’s love of theatre saw her perform professionally in musicals and
opera’s including the original Australian production of Les Miserable and
the German production of Cats, and her love of fitness allowed her the
opportunity to represent Australia three times in World Aerobics
competitions, all of which she is truly grateful to have achieved.
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